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1. Introduction

In recent years considerable emphasis has been laid for obtain
ing designs through which response surfaces can be explored. The
rotatable designs of Boxand Hunter (1957) and the designs for mixture
experiments introduced by Scheffe (1963) are some of the more
significant works in this line. Though the property of equal variance
of estimated responses at equidistant points may not prove very
useful in many situations, these designs do in fact supply us with
good fractionally replicated design through which response surfaces
can be investigated with relatively less material and cost. It may not
be easy to construct such a fractional design through the ordinary
technique of construction of fractionally replicated designs. From
this viewpoint the number of points of any rotatable design has to be
considerably smaller if they are to be useful asfractionally replicated
designs in addition to the property of rotatability. A point of dis
advantage is that often the number of levels of the factors is too
large to be attractive to the experimenters.

In the present paper we have described'some methods of
construction of third order rotatable designs both sequential and
non-sequential with five levels of each of the factors. In some cases
the designs have reasonably small number of points. It has also been
pointed out how through a design in v factors with t levels designs
with any number of factors less than v can be obtained with number
of points smaller than those of the design in v factors.

2. Series of Third Order Rotatable Designs

Das and Narasimham (1962) evolved a method that uses doubly
balanced incomplete block de'signs to construct third order rotatable
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designs. Tine method consists of replacing the frequency 1 by an
unknown a in the incidence matrix {b*x v) of the doubly balanced
incomplete block design (v, k, r, b*, 1, (x) and then associating ± 1'
to the unknown in all possible ways separately for each block ; then
some more sets of combinations of the types {b, {c,c,o,...,o)
and {d, d, ... , d) are added to the 2''b* points so as to form a third
order rotatable design. Once a third order rotatable design is obtained
for Vfactors with N points, a series of such designs with as many
levels for (v—x) factors can be obtained. This is done by omitting
Xcolumns from the design for v factors considering it to be a (iVx v)
matrix. The numbers of points for these resulting third order
rotatable designs are always less than those of the original design in
Vfactors as some of the points become central points by virtue of
the omissions of columns. The values of ratios of different un

knowns remain unchanged. These results follow immediately from
the fact that when some columns are omitted, the remaining columns
still satisfy all the requirements of a third order design, as none of
these excepting

A4 V ^ X2 X6 v+2
—TTT >—7—Av+2 v+4

is a function of v. It is evident that these requirements will still be
satisfied when v is replaced by (v—:x:) once they hold for v or rather,
if they do not hold for a certain v, they, may still hold for (v—x).
This fact allows to obtain rotatable designs from rotatable arrange
ment by omitting certain factors or columns from the arrangements.

When x=k the number of points can always be reduced
considerably ; we can omit first from the rotatable design in vfactors,
the design points obtained from a block of the original doubly B.I.B.
design in v factors. Next all those k columns which have numbers
equal to those varietal niimbers which are in the omitted block are to
be taken out.

The technique holds good for getting sequential third order
rotatable designs as well.

Das and Narasimham (1962) have reported a useful design for
11 factors. The design consists of

1056 points obtained from 5, 15, 33, 6, 2),

22 „ „ „ (fc, 0, ... , 0),.
and 22 „ „ „ (c, 0, ... ,0).
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This design may be used to give rotatable designs for 10, 9and
8 factors with 1096, 1092 and 1088 points by omitting 1, 2and 3
columns respectively. The values of

-5- and —3

remain the same for all these factors^

Another design for 5 factors obtained through

a-(5, 3, 6, 10, 3, 1), {b, 0, ... , 0) and (c, 0, ... , 0)
with 100 points [reported by Das and Narasimham (1962)] may be
exploited to give 7level designs for 4and 3factors with just 96 and
92 points respectively.

3. Third Order Rotatable Designs in 5 Levels

The method ofobtaining third order rotatable design in 5levels
is, in general, to take at least two suitably chosen sets from the
following sets of combinations :

(/•) (a, a, ... , a,), (//) (b, b, ... , b,),
{Hi) {a,0, ... , 0,), (iv) {b,0, ... , 0,),

(v) (i,fe,0, ... ,0,), (vO (a. a, 0, ... , 0,),
and {vii) the a-combinations obtainable from B.I.B. designs either
doubly balanced or complementary designs, and repeat them/*, q, r
etc. times. Next, through the relations of the third order designs,
we shall be getting equations in terms of/?, q, r, etc. and the positive
integral solutions of p, q, r, etc., will give us the cumber of repeti
tions, necessary for the respective sets.

When X=3|j, in a doubly B.I.B. design, with parameters
(v, k, r, b*, \ (x) third order designs with five levels, can, in general,
be obtained by taking the sets (a, 0, ... ,0) and (b, 0,..., Oj, repeated
qand r times respectively, together with the a-combinations of the
doubly B.I.B. design which are to be repeated p times.

For X7^:3[a, no general method for the choice of such sets seems
possible.

When a doubly B.I.B. design is not available, we take a B.I.B.
design along with its complementary design so that the combined
design becomes a doubly B.I.B. design.

Example. A non-sequential third order rotatable design in 4
factors can be obtained with the following points :

(i) 4x6/7 points of (4, 2, 3, 6, 1, 0)x2^
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(ii) 8gpoints of (a 0 0 0) X2
(Hi) 8r points of (6 0 0 0)x 2

and (jv) 16fM points of {a a a a)x2*.

The three relations of the design give the following equations;

\6ma^+2rb^+\2pa^+2qa^=S[l6ma'^+4:pa%

\6ma«+2rb^+l2paH-2qa^^5[l6maH'ipa^]

and

16n7fl®+4;>a®=3[1

The third equation gives

4p=16x2m

which is satisfied when m=l and p=8. Putting these values in the
first two equations and letting

we get

These equations are satisfied ifg=0 and r=l, giving 5^—16
and S®=64 which implies that

Thus, we get a five level third order rotatable design in 216 points.
From the five level non-sequential third [order rotatable

designs, obtained as described earlier, we could obtain sequential
designs by dividing the sets into two blocks such that each block is a
second order rotatable design.

4. Series of Third Order Designs in Five Levels

After 5 level third order rotatable design has been constructed
forVfactors as described in the foregoing section, a series of such five
level designs can be obtained for (v—x) factors 3 by just
omitting x columns. The number ofdesign points for these resulting
designs for (v—x) factors are always less than those ofthe design in
Vfactors. These design points can. further be reduced to a large
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extent if it is possible to divide the design points of a third order
rotatable design in (v—x) factors into two or more identical sub
groups of design points. In such situations all these subgroups of
points will constitute a third order rotatable design in five levels and
any one of them can be taken. This is so because whatever relations
are satisfied by two ore more identical groups of points collectively
are also satisfied by each group individually.

The fact that rotatable arrangements can also be exploited to
give rotatable designs for smaller number of factors as explained in
section 2 also holds for 5 level designs. This may be illustrated by
considering a third order rotatable arrangement for 8factors obtained
with the help of the a-combination of the doubly balanced incom
plete block design (8, 4, 7, 14, 3, 1) and the set (b, 0, ... , 0). This
arrangement has 240 points in all. By omitting i columns
('= 2, 3, 4, 5) from this we get third order rotatable designs for
7, 6, 5, 4 and 3 factors respectively with 238, 236, 234, 216 and 214

^2
pomts respectively. The ratio of the unknown remains the same

for all these factors.

; ., • ,Summary

A method of construction of third order rotatable designs both
sequential and non sequential in (v—x) factors from a rotatable
design in vfactors by omitting x columns from the v factor design
matrix (Nxv) has been described. Through this technique rotatable
arrangements can also be exploited to obtain rotatable designs for
lesser number of factors. A method for constructing third order
rotatable designs both sequential and non-sequential in five levels
has also been presented. This technique of obtaining rotatable
designs is useful particularly for getting designs with smaller number
of points.
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